MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
The Burning Sky by Solitaire Parke
THE BURNING SKY - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book One
Prophecy has foretold of a female child who will liberate the
oppressed citizens of the underworld provinces.
Katherine is born to the ruthless Dark Lord, and with her dragon,
Exxa, her constant companion and protector, she is determined
to follow her destinal path.
Using her newfound abilities and strengths, Katherine grows and
learns at breakneck speeds, discovering both the light and the
dark sides of the universe.
Katherine begins to establish a challenging new world, one
where her light permeates the dark world that her father
commands.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
The Alberra Project by Solitaire Parke
THE ALBERRA PROJECT - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Two
In Part Two, Katherine Pendragon comes of age on the Provinces
of Hell, continuing her journey in this dark and unnerving place.

She eventually learns the truth about her father, the Dark Lord of
the Provinces, revealing the reality she has long dreaded.
With her beloved dragon Exxa by her side, Katherine makes an
incredible and frightening discovery.
This leads to an uncertain future, both for herself and those she
would free from this vile world.
Faced with an onslaught of horrors, Katherine must survive,
prove her worth, and save the people of the Provinces before it
is too late.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Into Futures Past by Solitaire Parke
INTO FUTURES PAST - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Three
A tyrannical Dark Lord of the Provinces. A daughter destined to
rise up and fulfill a prophecy.
Katherine Pendragon’s story continues in this third book to the
Dragomeir Series.
Katherine is no stranger to adversity and manages to escape from the
Provinces where her father considers her an enemy.
Suddenly she finds herself thrust into another place and time where
she dies and is then transformed into the body of a woman named
Elizabeth. She struggles to make sense of this unfamiliar new reality
while being pursued by forces of good and evil.
This is her story, one of a young champion for the downtrodden,
seeking acceptance for herself, the dragons, and the people in a world
that is often filled with tyranny and discontent.
Using her special abilities, will she be able to claim her destiny, and as
Queen of the Dragons, save them all?
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Out Of The Abyss by Solitaire Parke
OUT OF THE ABYSS - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Four
After traveling through time, Katherine finds herself in Iceland
where she is reunited with people from her past.
Cystic is an old friend, and Tanis is destined to be of great importance
in her future, belonging to an organization called the Thaumaturgists.
She is taken to Mt. Scartaris, the home of dragons and their stewards
where she proves herself to be a worthy leader.
Queen Mother/Katherine, brings change to their chaotic and
undisciplined lives to protect them from future wars. But not long
after, she is told of a greater threat.
Mt. Scartaris is an active volcano which is currently displaying critical
signs, and houses the area known as the abyss.
Queen Mother/Katherine, must engage the help of the
Thaumaturgists and find a way to relocate her new family before the
eminent disaster.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
The Emerald Dragon by Solitaire Parke
THE EMERALD DRAGON - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Five
Book 5 continues the story of Queen Mother when her companion, the
ancient warrior Tanis, is called by an emerald dragon named Demios.
Demios is the first emerald dragon to be born in over a thousand years!
Tanis has to learn to be a dragon rider now, and also has to interact with and
eventually gain the trust of the other riders and the people of Mt. Drago. The
mountain lies in the middle of a desert but has special access to other
worlds; worlds inhabited by both unusual and evil creatures.
Led by Queen Mother aka The Ariella, Tanis and the other riders must band
together to create a fighting force and fly across the River Styx, beyond the
Ice Caves to the Black Fortress.
There they must retrieve the first of three crystal keys. These keys have held
their enemies at bay since the first of dragonkind but sources say the keys
were captured by the Dark Lords of the Provinces.
As The Ariella’s riders fly over land and sea, they summon surprising courage
to protect the dragons and Mt. Drago from the vile forces which stand in the
way of their peaceful existence.
\
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Flight Of The Aguiva by Solitaire Parke
FLIGHT OF THE AGUIVA - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Six
Tanis, his Emerald Dragon Demios, and the Dragon Riders have
defeated the Demons of the Dark Lord for now and recovered one
of the three crystal keys!
But Mt. Drago is still in danger without the remaining two crystal keys. Now
the inhabitants of the mountain have a new threat. One of the Aguiva
dragons has escaped and could jeopardize the harmony of their existence if
discovered by the human world outside.
Meanwhile, Tanis manages to impress with Bubo, an Aguiva Dragon that
gives him more than he ever dreamed of, or at times can handle. In the heart
of Australia’s outback, a new home at Mt. Arcadia is being established by The
Ariella, Queen of the Dragons. It will house her new Dragons, the
Amphiteres.
Times are uncertain as Tanis and the Dragon Riders brave the dangers of a
newly established home, discover new worlds that could change the course
of their lives, and end the terrible battle that looms closer every day.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Egg Of The Amphitere by Solitaire Parke
EGG OF THE AMPHITERE - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Seven
In this Seventh Book of the Dragomeir Series, Tanis manages to
impress with one of the new Amphitere dragons, increasing his family
to four. Queen Mother manages to procure the last of the Crystal
Keys, which she believes will keep the hordes from Hell locked on the
Provinces forever.
Unfortunately, there are secrets yet to be revealed that could
threaten their survival. A mysterious group of people called the
Savants appear at the mountain, and Tanis learns of a Gate system
called The Hearths which could end the isolation of the Dark Lord and
bring destruction to Mt. Drago.
Tanis and Queen Mother must find out how the Dark Lord plans to use
these devices and stop him before their world crashes down around
them. Are the Savants friends or foes, and are The Hearths a
technology of the future or the end of mankind?
The Amphiteres may be the answer to the dragons’ past, but what
must they do to survive?
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Back From Oblivion by Solitaire Parke
BACK FROM OBLIVION - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Eight
In the finale of the Dragomeir Series, Queen Mother of Mt. Drago is on the
verge of achieving a lifelong goal to liberate the Denizen people.
After locking away her father, the Dark Lord, in the place called Oblivion,
Queen Mother decides to relocate the Denizens to the planet known as 267.
Tanis is a dragon rider now and an important person in her past, present,
and future. Through a series of misadventures, he regains the memories of
not only his past, but the cumulative knowledge gained by his future self and
goes forward in time to effectively rewrite history.
The earth becomes a burned-out cinder in 300 years because of the
anomalies caused from time travel, so Tanis takes steps with his future self
to remedy the situation.
Guided by the Watcher, both Tanis and Queen Mother become stronger and
wiser people through their efforts. They learn the importance of working
together and with others as they strive to champion for all while fulfilling
their own destinies.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Beyond The Astral Planes by Solitaire Parke
Beyond the Astral Planes is the first volume of the trilogy entitled
THE LARGER WORLD.
As such, it is the initial look at the subject matter concerning the
phenomenon known as "Out of Body."
The subjects covered within its pages include the associations
between the scientific and the practical aspects of both Astral
traveling and the evidence of life after death.
Although it is considered the beginner volume, it will be valuable to
the seasoned veteran as well.
"I have read many books dealing with Astral Travel and the Astral
Planes. I found this book to be the most complete and detailed
book on the subject. I would list it in a highly recommended
reading category. I predict it will be a number one best seller."
- Jan Ross
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Threshold Of Perception by Solitaire Parke
Threshold Of Perception constitutes the second volume of the
trilogy entitled THE LARGER WORLD.
As such, the bulk of the information is a more in depth look at the
subject matter found within the first book Beyond the Astral Planes.
The compelling issues delineated within its pages are further
expounded upon by showing the scientific and philosophical aspects
of both.
In addition, it explains the thirteen forces of the universe, what
colors they represent, their mathematical sequences, and which
musical notes they sound.
Also covered are the theological overtones that are so important
within the previously mentioned attributes.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Patterns Of Existence by Solitaire Parke
Patterns Of Existence is the third volume of the series called
THE LARGER WORLD.
The first book in the set, entitled Beyond the Astral Planes, defines the
knowledge of "out of body" experiences and how to become a
traveler.
Book two, Threshold of Perception is a much more in-depth look at the
information stated in book one, and becomes the intermediate level
of learning.
This new volume, Patterns of Existence, deals with all of the above
and more at the advanced level of comprehension of The Larger
World. The intent of this series is to be a concise source of research
and explanation to an area that has eluded description for centuries.
Once in the outer regions of a person's abilities, entire new worlds
open before you and beckon to stretch your enlightenment and
excitement.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
The Altar Shields by Solitaire Parke
The Altar Shields is the companion book to the Larger
World Books:
Beyond the Astral Planes
Threshold of Perception
Patterns of Existence
It illustrates the visual renderings of the thirteen Altars
within the Larger World. Each one is a full color, digital
rendering in the form of a shield, with its individual
symbols, colors, and polarities.
For an in depth look into these uniquely different forces
that coexist in our universe, check out the information in
the above-mentioned books to explore and discover
which one of these shields represents you!
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Vengeance of the Wolf by Solitaire Parke
Detective John Yardley and FBI agent, Frank Williams are on a quest.
They are determined to stop a manipulative, unknown mass murderer,
whose targets seem to be specific politicians in a bizarre and maniacal
killing spree…one that draws them into a world of dreams and
nightmares beyond their wildest imaginations.
Awaiting them are unbelievable terrors, chilling twists and turns, and a
scope of destruction that they would never have believed possible.

“Solitaire Parke takes the reader into the world of dreams. The
description is so well written; the reader is transported into the
world Dorian creates for his victims. Everything is so vivid and
descriptive that it isn’t hard to get lost in the story. ‘Vengeance of
the Wolf’ is an absolute read by anyone who loves a good thriller…It
leaves you guessing until the very end.” – Beverly Rearick
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Tinker Smith & The Conspiracy of OZ by Solitaire Parke
Ten children are stolen from their parents while at a summer camp and
genetically altered. They have become part human and part something else,
each with extraordinary capabilities. These new abilities cause them to
become freaks in a society that is being altered by the geneticist who made
them – Oscar Zoroaster, the self-proclaimed Wizard of Oz.
His technological prowess is far beyond standard science, and he deploys it
on an unsuspecting populace causing worldwide chaos. This evil genius
wants to reshape the world using a computer virus called EPITOMY and will
stop at nothing to achieve his goals.
Johnny, a young boy, and his father find themselves thrust into this world of
espionage and technology that stretch their imaginations to the limit. Johnny
meets Tinker, one of the ten children, and together they forge ahead in the
hope of survival. Unknown to anyone, Oscar has created a subprogram
within the virus, the Oz Immortality Sequence. In the event of death –
reanimation takes effect.
Can it be stopped, or has Oz unleashed a technological mammoth that will
bring the world to its knees?
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
Tapestry by Solitaire Parke

Tapestry is a vivid sojourn inside the mind of the poet.
His inspirations, hopes and fears come to life through a series of
interlacing poems which depict his life and careers, his loves and
disappointments, and his successes.
Great to ponder in the wee hours of any long and lonely night.

“This author's work has been likened to Edgar Allen Poe and
William Shakespeare, and I can see why. Classics are read to this
day for a reason, and I wouldn't be surprised to someday see
this book listed with the great minds of the past. This is destined
to be a classic as well. I gave this 5 stars, and it earned every one
of them.” - Kay Glass.
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MiraLucian LLC announces the release of
The Atrium by Solitaire Parke
After a horrific car crash on his way to a celebration, a man finds himself
trapped within an atrium that is lined with a series of framed pictures.
He soon discovers that there is no choice but to relive a sequence of
traumatic events that have shaped his life up to that point.
He is faced with the confrontation of self, undisputedly the hardest issue a
human being can forcibly encounter.
The Atrium causes him to examine and confront his own inner turmoil,
leading to a discovery of both morals and motives and their application in
each situation, casting an entirely different light on the treatment of those
around him. There is a realization that we have the capacity for change and
the ability to create an existence filled with compassion and purpose
beyond self.
He struggles with life and death decisions that could determine his future
on earth or in the great beyond.
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Solitaire Parke is an author of Science Fiction/Urban Fantasy, Poetry, and
Metaphysical/Larger World books.
He is a prolific author, having published 16 books in the last 10 years.
After becoming an award-winning photographer and earning a degree in music theory,
Mr. Parke worked in graphic and web design. Solitaire has always returned to writing,
and he now resides in Arizona with his family and two rightfully spoiled rescue dogs.
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